In the courtroom.
In the community.
Legal Aid Society is a critical part of our social safety net. Legal Aid staff can be found in nearly every courtroom and every corner of our community.

With over 177,000 individuals living in poverty and qualifying for our services in our fifteen county service area, it has never been more important for Legal Aid Society to be visible and ready to serve.

The first step to justice is access. If our clients can’t find us, we can’t help them. That is why we have established strategic partnerships and created multiple points of access. From dedicated legal hotlines, like our Custody and Visitation Hotline, to clinics with community partners like Goodwill Industries of Kentucky and the Shively VA, Legal Aid Society staff and our volunteers are the not-so-hidden heroes putting equal justice into action.
Long time Legal Aid attorney Ron Marstin (pictured here with his wife Ellen), retired in 2018 after twenty-seven years of service. We dedicate the 2018 Annual Report to the thousands of clients Mr. Marstin helped throughout his career and the donors, volunteers, and partners who made his work possible.
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4,373 total cases closed in 2018

4,044 clients
4,372 children
696 seniors
323 Veterans
3,238 volunteer hours

FINANCIALS
Total Revenue: $4,614,074 | Total Expenses: $4,581,462 | Total Assets: $3,484,137

Revenue
- Federal 39%
- Charitable Gifts 8%
- Grants 14%
- State & Local 24%
- Special Events 1%
- Donated Services 13%
- Other 1%

Expenses
- Client Services 85%
- Administration 11%
- Fund Development 4%
- Populations with Special Vulnerabilities 25%
- Preserving the Home 18%
- Safety, Stability, & Health 16%
- Support for the Family 26%
- Maintaining Economic Stability 15%

Closed Cases by Service Area
- Preserving the Home 18%
- Populations with Special Vulnerabilities 25%
- Safety, Stability, & Health 16%
- Support for the Family 26%
- Maintaining Economic Stability 15%
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Welcome home,

For Richard Lewis, it had been fifty years since he served in Vietnam, but the war was not over.

In 1968, Richard, along with the other members of the 82nd Airborne, was deployed to Vietnam in support of the US forces fighting in the Tet Offensive. He served 120 days on the ground amidst some of the heaviest fighting of the war, receiving recommendation for awards and an on-the-spot promotion. Twenty-one years old and two years from his draft date, Richard was notified that he was going home. Back at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, Richard barely looked at his DD Form 214 (his discharge papers) and failed to notice that the form did not accurately reflect his combat service. At the time, all he wanted was to move forward with his life and leave the war behind him. For the next fifty years, the errors on Richard’s DD 214 Form would impact his ability to access healthcare and other VA benefits. The error even isolated him from the comradery of veteran organizations. Richard spent decades of his life reliving the war as he appealed to the VA for a correction. In 2018, Richard, a resident of Elizabethtown, KY, sought the help of Legal Aid’s Veterans Unit. It took Legal Aid attorney Roy Berwick one year of work and research, but finally Richard was issued a correction. “For all these years, I felt like I had been left behind,” said Richard.

Richard, welcome home.

Photograph on the left is of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lewis and Roy Berwick. Background photograph is of Mr. Lewis in Vietnam and provided with permission.
The Legal Services Corporation reports that 71% of households with Veterans or other military personnel have experienced a civil legal problem in the past year. And, like Mr. Lewis, 13% report problems specific to Veterans and their service.
Justice for All Campaign Donors

LEADERSHIP CABINET
Firms that contributed $250 per attorney to the Justice for All Campaign.

Albrektson & Wakild
Bingham Greenebaum Doll
Borders & Borders
Craig Henry
David Deep Law Office
Dinsmore & Shohl
Duncan Galloway Egan Greenwald
Frost Brown Todd
Gladstein Law Firm
Goldberg Simpson
Hayden Grant
Horne Law Office
Kaplan Johnson Abate & Bird
Law Office of Ronald P. Hillerich
Napier Gault
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O’Bryan, Brown & Toner
Retired Judges & Associates Mediation & Arbitration Services
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The Poppe Law Firm
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Firms with 100% associate giving.
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Corporate Partners
Corporations giving to Legal Aid Society. Those corporations with an asterisks represent Corporate Challenge participants with 100% giving participation.
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PNC Foundation
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IOLTA Fund of Kentucky
Kentucky General Assembly
Kentucky Justice and Public Safety Cabinet
Legal Services Corporation
Louisville Metro Government
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Louisville Bar Foundation
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United Healthcare Services
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Napier Gault  Schupbach & Stevens
Kendrick and Carmen Riggs
The Wood and Marie Hannah Foundation
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Craftworks Foundation
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Mandy Wilson Decker
Frank Doheny, Jr.
Linda Ewald
Marjorie Farris
Jill Force and Patrick Mattingly
Sheldon and Nancy Gilman
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Matthew and Lena Hamel
The Hon. Eric Haner
Martha and Peter Hasselbacher
Hayden Grant PLLC
Bill Hollander and Lisa Keener
W. Bryan and Julie Hudson
John and Christine Johnson
John and Mary Keyer
Diane Laughlin
Michael Leigh
J. Blaine Lewis
Mark Loyd
Philip McCauley
The Hon. Steve and Anna Lee Mershon
Christie Moore and Philip Bressoud
Network for Good
Michael and Ellen O’Connell
Dulaney Lee O’Roark, Jr.
John and Neva Scott
Jeffrey and Rene Savarise

PARTNERS
($200 to $499)
Adams Law Group
Beth Anderson
Jennifer Barbour
Jay Baribeau
Rania Basha
Randy Bayers
David Beckman
Jeffrey Been and Eric Graninger
Thomas Birchfield
Aline Blizzard
Jane Broadwater Long
Lynn Bronson
Betty Brown
Stephanie Bruns
Theresa Brunsmann and Tim Schaller
David B. Buechler
Gregory Burns
Michael and Marilyn Byrne
H. Alexander Campbell
J. Larry Cashen and Susan Turner
Paul Casi II
Steve Clark
The Hon. Sheila Collins
Jack Combs Jr.
Robert Connolly
Lisa Ann Conrad
The Hon. Frederic and Linda Cowan
John and Elaine Crockett
Mark and Kate Davis
Charles and Joanne Dobbins
Laurel and Patrick Doheny
Amanda Dohn
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($1,000 to $2,499)
Anonymous
Blackburn Domene & Burchett PLLC
Borders & Borders
Bethany Breetz and Ronald Loughry
Community Foundation of Louisville
Michael and Gina Del Negro
Robert Ewald
Fultz Maddox Dickens PLC
Duncan Galloway
Egan Greenwald, PLLC
Timothy and Leslie Hazlett
Carl Helmich
Horne Law Office
The Hon. Lisabeth Hughes
Lawrence and Virginia Hunt
Eric Ison and Melanie Bootes
Jefferson District Court Judges
Annette Mattingly
Lisa Osanka
The Hon. John and Eugenia Potter
John and Nancy Reed
Stephen Reily and Emily Bingham
Retired Judges & Associates Mediation & Arbitration
Deirdre and Stephen Seim
John Selent
Sheryl Snyder and Jessica Loving
Straw-Boone Doheny Banks Bowman & Mudd, PLLC
Tachau Meek, PLC

The Poppe Law Firm
V.V. Cooke Foundation
Yum! Brands, Inc.

John Schlafer
SCN Ministry Fund
Shelton Law Group
Louise Shouse
Sparks White Family Law
Edward Stopher
David Tachau and Susannah Woodcock
John and Phyllis Tate
T. Morgan Ward
Don and Mary Wells

Click here to give to Legal Aid!
PARTNERS (continued)
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Maria Fernandez and Ray Ganong
Fore Law
Michelle Fox
Thomas French
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Joseph Mankovich
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The Hon. Irvin and Margaret Maze
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W. Robinson and Barbara Beard
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Frederick Bentley
Susan Bentley
The Hon. Dolly and John Berry
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Jerry and Maxine Bizer
Rachel Bledsoe
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Charles Boggs
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Daniel Briscoe, Jr.
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Vernon Broyles III
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Lisa Claycomb
The Hon. Denise Clayton
Curtis Coltrane
Kelsey Colvin
Anthony Colyer
Christine Cook
Richard and Ellen Coulter
Jamie Cox
Steven and Gwendolyn Crawford
Brandon Howell
David Huber
Jaileah Huddleston
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Jefferson County Attorney’s Office Child Support Division
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Sara Judd
Katie Reisz
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Kentucky YMCA Youth Association
Mina Khalil
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Joe and Kathy Kremer
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Kelly Krucki
Kevin Krucki
Judy Kusher
Lamb & Lamb, P.S.C.
Michael and Mary Ann Lambert
Diana Lawson
John and Theresa Leist
Julia Leist and Andy Pike
Christopher Leopold
Holli Lewis
Scott Lilly
Leah Link-Ulrich
Judith and Steven Lippmann
Kenneth and Kathleen Loomis
Sondra Lord
Rayman and Ann Lovelace
Christopher Madden
Lauren Madden
Doug Magee and Anne Marie Regan
Amanda Main
Katherine Mapother
Mark and Laura Maraman
Nicholas Maraman
Aaron Marcus
Beverly Marmion
Boyece Martin III
Jason Martin
Pamela and Jim Martin
Mattingly Simms Robinson & McCain

IN-KIND DONORS

Actors Theatre of Louisville
Steffanie Baader
Barton 1792 Distillery
Belle of Louisville
Bluegrass Brewing Co.
Brandeis School of Law
Buffalo Trace Distillery
Angie Buckler
Heather Cash
Copper & Kings American Brandy
Dana Cohen
Derby Dinner Playhouse
Elk Creek Vineyards
Fran Ferrell
Four Roses Distillery
Linda and Jerry Grasch
Heaven Hill Brands
Heine Brothers
Holiday World
Hollywood Casino & Hotel
Hounddog Press
Ron Jasir
Brandon Jones
Shelly Ann Kamei
Kentucky Center for the Performing Arts
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Judy Kushner
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Louisville Metro Police Dept.
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Maker’s Mark
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Old 502 Winery
Jeff Peterman
Susan Phillips
Morgan and Eddie Riguard
Rising Star Casino Resort
Rhonda and Isaac Tatum
Amy Welborn
Wight Meyer Vineyard and Winery
Danny Wimmer Presents
WLCR AM1040
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Emily Mattingly
Sarah Mattingly
John Mayfield
Kristin McCall
Stephen McCallister
Julie McDonnell
Michael McGee
Sarah McKenna
Josephine Mei
Neil Mellen
Robert Mellen
Kurt Metzmeier
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Susan Molony
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E. Morgan
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Vida Murray
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Camille Norman
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Daniel O'Gara
The Hon. Joseph and Mary Beth O'Reilly
Jo Ann Orr
John Osborn, Jr.
Young-Eun Park
William Patteson
Bruce and Mari Elise Paul
Kathy Paulin
W. David Payne
John and Lou Peabody
Ave Pendleton
John and Susan Phillips
Thomas Philpott
Caroline Pieron
Grover Potts, Jr.
Michael and Lynn Risley
Bissell Roberts
Mark Robinson
Denise Robison
Janet Rockafellar
Nelson Rodes
Jeffrey Rodgers and Ed Kruger
Beth Rodway
Vanessa Rogers
John and Jean Rosenberg
Laura and Mark Rothstein
Sharon Rufus
Ravinder Sandhu
Roger Schipke
Rebecca Schroering

George and Suzi Schuhmann
Jack Seiffert
Marshall and Terrie Sellers
M. Thurman Senn
Oluwafunmito Seton
Ozair Shariff
Felix Sharpe
The Hon. Paula and Ike Sherlock
Heend Sheth
Robb and Anna Shrader
Kennedy and Sara Simpson
Barbara Sinai
John Sistarenik and Andy Perry
Brooken Smith
Mark Smith
Stephanie Smith
Olivia Snider
Keith Spayd
Linda and Tom Speed
Sarah Spurlock
Chandrika Srinivasan
Chelsea Stanley
Alison and William Stemler
Whit Stokes and Nancy Rankin
Stone Law Office
Colin Stouffer
J. William Straus
A. Thomas Sturgeon
Matthew Swafford
Rollin and Ann Tarter
Shannon Tarter
Maureen Taylor
Thieman Law Firm
Jason Thomas
Darcy Thompson
Peter Thurman
Christopher Tieke
Jane Tyler
Peggy von Werdt
J. Scott Wantland
Kate Ward
Matthew and Kathleen Watkins
Kathleen Watson
Lynn Watson
Allison Weyand
Alex White
Jordan White
Melissa Whitehead
Tyler Whitty
Rhonda Williams
Sean Williamson
Mark Wilson
Orne and Mary Wilson
Ralph Wilson
April and Michael Wimberg
Please contact Julia Leist (jleist@laslou.org) for any listing corrections or omissions.
As our community continue to struggle with the impact of the opioid epidemic, grandparents are stepping up to protect the silent victims - their grandchildren.
As our community continues to struggle with the impact of the opioid epidemic, grandparents and caregivers are stepping up to protect the silent victims - their grandchildren.

Delores sought the help of the Legal Aid Society hoping to gain full custody of her granddaughter. Delores’ granddaughter had been through a lot; her mother suffered from substance abuse and was not able to care for her the way she needed. Delores had been awarded temporary custody, but when Delores’ daughter failed to comply with a treatment and reunification plan, Legal Aid Society was able to petition the court for permanent custody. Delores’ granddaughter is now living full-time with Delores and once again has the full, loving attention of an adult. Delores is hoping to start the adoption process soon to create even more stability for her granddaughter.

Across the country, more than 2.5 million grandparents are raising their grandchildren. The good news is research shows that children raised by their grandparents can thrive. Compared to children in foster care with non-relatives, children raised by a caring relative have fewer behavioral problems, better mental health, and more successful long-term outcomes.

One in five grandparents raising grandchildren lives below the poverty line. Legal Aid Society is ensuring that these grandparents have the legal guardianship and rights they need so their grandchildren can access medical care, education, and other resources to ensure they thrive.

Legal Aid Society’s Statewide Custody and Visitation Hotline can be accessed by calling 844-673-3470. The Hotline is free to all who are income-eligible and is generously supported by the Cabinet for Health and Family Services.
The Edward S. Bonnie Endowment Fund was established in 2011 by Edward S. (Ned) and Cornelia (Nina) Bonnie as a resource for annual unrestricted funding to ensure our neighbors living in poverty always have access to civil legal aid.

In 2018, Mr. Bonnie passed away at age 88. His legacy to Legal Aid Society lives on through his wife, Cornelia, and through the Bonnie Endowment.

The fund is held at the Community Foundation of Louisville and is currently valued at over $700,000. By 2021, Legal Aid Society’s Centennial Anniversary, our goal is to increase the endowment fund to $1 million. To make a contribution to the fund, mail gifts to the Community Foundation of Louisville, 325 W. Main Street, Suite 1110, Louisville, KY 40202.

Thank you to our Edward S. Bonnie Endowment Fund donors.
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Lemme Law Office LLC
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Mr. and Mrs. Eamon Patrick Mulvihill
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National Jug Band Jubilee, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Nowka
One MD - Louisville PLLC
Ms. Jo Ann Orr
Ms. Lisa Osanka
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Pellegrino
Diane Perkins/Wimborne Farm
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Phillips
The Hon. John and Eugenia Potter
Professional Land Management Inc.
George W. and Lynne M. Rapp
Mr. R Jonathan Raymon
Stephen Reily and Emily Bingham
Mr. Kendrick R. Riggs
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Ms. Rose M. Robinson
Mr. Jeffrey S. Rodgers
Mrs. and Mr. Rothstein
Marianne R. Rowe
Embry C. Rucker, Jr.
St. Francis School Inc.
Mr. William E. Sawyer
Tracy Scott
Mr. John E. Selent
Mr. Thurman Senn
Mr. Ervwin A. Sherman
Louise H. Shouse
Mr. and Mrs. Robb R. Shrader
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn P. Spears III
Mrs. Linda S. Speed
Mr. Robert T. Steinbock
Joseph and Regina Stettinius, Jr.
Law Office of William Stewart
Kate and Dan Stewart
Stites and Harbison
Mr. R. James Straus
Bill and Lindy Street
Dace and King Stubbs
James and Nancy Theiss
Katy Thomas
Jean Elizabeth Tucker
Mr. and Mrs. Amos M. Valentine
Judy and Robert D. Vance
Robert and Betsey Vaughan
Louise R. Wall
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Dr. and Mrs. Morris Weiss
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew H. Welch
Whippoorwill Family Foundation
K. B. Whiteside and B. L. Zalph
Laura Lee Brown and Steve Wilson
Ms. and Mr. Ann Windchy
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Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth N. Zegart
The Fifteenth Annual Brush, Bottle, & Barrel of the Bluegrass

The Fifteenth Annual Brush, Bottle, & Barrel of the Bluegrass was held on April 28, 2018, at the corporate campus of Atria Senior Living. Stephen Reily received the Fourth Annual Brown-Forman Spirit of Justice Award for his work with the Louisville Urban League, Legal Aid Society, and the creation of the Reily Reentry Project. Chef Chad Welch of Atria Hospitality provided delicious hors d’oeuvres and purveyors of Kentucky wines, bourbons and beers provided tastings of their products.

Over $55,000 was raised to support the mission of the Legal Aid Society.
Legal Aid Society Staff

Neva-Marie Polley Scott, Executive Director

Management Team
Meagen Peden Agnew, Chief Operating Officer
Andrea Doyle, Executive Assistant
Meredith Greenwell, Associate Director of Development
Kelly Krucki, Chief Financial Officer
Julia M. Leist, Director of Development and Communications
Stewart S. Pope, Advocacy Director
Tracey Leo Taylor, Managing Attorney of Volunteer Services and Community Engagement
John Young, Managing Attorney of Intake

Community Development Unit
Eileen Ordover, Senior Attorney
Lisa Kikelly, Staff Attorney

Economic Stability Unit
Laura Hogue, Paralegal
Cassie Kennedy, Staff Attorney
Nick Maraman, Senior Attorney
Melissa Weinstein, Staff Attorney
Jane Connell Young, Staff Attorney

Family Law Unit and
Simone Beach, Staff Attorney
Grace Chambers, Staff Attorney
Jennifer Frederick, Senior Attorney
Lori Goodwin, Staff Attorney
Alicia LeCroy, Staff Attorney
Josh Sanders, Paralegal
Ashley Vance, Paralegal

Intake and Limited Services
Jonathan Braden, Paralegal
Beverly DuVall, Paralegal
Ashley Gray-Ziba, Staff Attorney
Ashkan Rezai, Paralegal

Health and Vulnerable Populations Unit
Aaron Markert, Paralegal, Doctors & Lawyers for Kids
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